
Step Problem Possible Reason Solution 
    
3 Cells look retractred and/or 

detached after starvation 
Starvation was too long  Starve cells only 16 h 

  Starvation with an insufficient 
amount of FCS 

Increase the amount of FCS in the starvation 
medium in 0.1-precent steps 

    
4 Cells do not form actin-based 

protrusions 
Agonist was not  added or the 
wrong time point was selected 

Stimulate cells with the agonist of interest and 
carry out a time-course experiment 

  Agonist is inactive Check the concentration and the activity of the 
agonist 

  Cells are not responsive to the 
employed agonist 

Change cell type or agonist 

    
5Ai PFA appears cloudy after 

thawing 
Thawed aliquot was not properly 
filtered 

Discard the aliquot 

  20% PFA was not properly prepared 
or is too old 

Make new 20% PFA 

    
5Bix No bubbles appear after 

incubation with NaBH4 
Concentration of NaBH4 is too low Prepare the solution with correct 

concentration 
  Solution is old Always prepare NaBH4 fresh right before use 
    
6 Cells are not visible Cells were mechanically removed 

during washing 
Wash cells more carefully before fixation 

  Coverslips were not coated  Coat the coverslips with appropriate ECM 
matrix 

    
6  (Transfected) protein seems 

to be mislocated 
Cells were left dry during treatment Do not let cells dry out 

  Fixation damaged subcellular 
structures 

Test different fixatives and buffers 
 

    
10 No fluorescence visible Concentration of antibody is too 

low/antigen is not expressed 
Increase the concentration of the antibody. 
Test a few different concentrations to find the 
optimal. Assess the expression of the antigen 
of interest with other methods. 

  Penetration is too low Optimize permeabilization  
  Primary antibody is 

denatured/degraded. Secondary 
antibody is denatured/degraded or 
not conjugated to fluorescent dye. 

Test a new batch of antibody 

    
13i Small fluorescent particles all 

over the coverslip 
Precipitates and aggregates in the 
primary (or secondary) antibody 

Spin antibodies before use and avoid repeated 
thaw-freeze cycles 

  Bacterial contamination Culture cells without antibiotics and carry out 
a mycoplasma test 

  DNA precipitates Replate cells after transfection 
  Blocking solution was not filtered 

and/or is contaminated 
Always use fresh and filtered blocking solution 

    
13i Cells appear blurry Dirty objective or oil Clean objective, slide and change oil 
    
13i High background 

fluorescence 
Blocking missed/failed Always use fresh and filtered blocking solution 

    



    
13i High background from higher 

planes when in TIRF 
TIRF alignment is not correct Re-align TIRF 

  TIRF angle is too high Choose a TIRF angle with less penetration 
depth 

    
13iii The density of blinks during 

acquisition is too low 
Fluorophores are not pushed to the 
dark state 

Increase laser power 

    
13iii The density of blinks during 

acquisition is too high 
Fluorophores reside in dark state Use 405nm laser  

    
13iii Cyanine fluorophores do not 

show reversible 
photoswitching 

pH of buffer is too low Check pH and change to fresh oxygen 
scavenging system 

  MEA concentration is too low Increase MEA concentration up to 100 mM 
  Oxygen is no longer efficiently 

removed 
Change to fresh oxygen scavenging system 

    
13iii Rhodamine fluorophores do 

not show reversible 
photoswitching 

MEA concentration is too low Increase MEA concentration up to 100 mM 

    
14 Actin fibers are not 

complete/absent 
Incorrect preservation of actin 
during fixation 

Make fresh 20% PFA  

   Make fresh PFA-PEM buffer or cytoskeleton-
glutaraldehyde buffer 

   Use warmed up DPBS and PFA-PEM buffer    
  Phalloidin staining failed Increase the concentration of Phalloidin  
   Use always fresh Phalloidin stained samples 
    
14 The density of localizations is 

the same in images of actin-
binding proteins and 
secondary-only controls 

Actin-binding proteins were lost 
during fixation 

Optimize fixation, use PFA fixation that does 
not need pre-permeabilization 

  Epitopes were blocked by fixation 
with Glutaraldehyde 

Use PFA fixation 

    
14 Actin fibers appear blurred Drift during imaging Wait longer for sample ring to stabilize in 

microscope 
   Correct drift with Thunderstorm26 or other 

SRM data analysis software 
   Use fiducial markers to correct drift 
    
14 High background in 

reconstructed images 
Detection threshold too low Increase detection threshold 

    
14 Actin fibers appear blurred in 

denser parts of the image 
Structured background due to 
inefficient blinking 

Subtract structured background with a 
temporal median filter as published previously 
in Hoogendoorn, E, et. al. 201428 

 


